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Year 
Groups: 2

Term: 
Autumn 

Theme: Wild Things - Rainforests

Curriculum Objectives Links to English and 
Maths

Art objectives:
∑ To use drawing and painting to develop and share ideas, experiences and 

imagination
∑ To develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern, 

texture, line, shape, form and space
∑ To learn about the work of artists, describing the differences and similarities 

between different practices and disciplines and making links to their own work
Science:

∑ To explore and compare the differences between things that are living, dead and 
things that have never been alive

∑ To identify that most living things live in habitats to which they are suited and 
describe how different habitats provide for the basic needs of different kinds of 
animals and plants, and how they depend on each other

∑ To identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their habitats including 
micro-habitats

∑ To describe how animals, obtain food from plants and other animals, using the 
idea of a simple food chain and identify and name different sources of food

Computing objectives:
∑ To use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs

Design & Technology objectives:
∑ To design appealing products for themselves and other users based upon design 

criteria
∑ To select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks
∑ To evaluate their ideas and products against design criteria

Geography objectives:
∑ To understand geographical similarities and differences through studying the 

human and physical geography of a small area of the United Kingdom and of a 
small area in a contrasting non-European country

∑ To name and locate the world’s seven continents and five oceans
∑ To use world maps, atlases and globes to identify the United Kingdom and its 

countries, as well as the countries, continents and oceans studied at this key 
stage

∑ To identify key physical features of the city
∑ To use aerial photographs to recognise landmarks and basic human and physical 

features
Music objectives:

∑ To use voices expressively and creatively by singing songs and speaking chants 
and rhymes

∑ To listen with concentration and understanding to a range of high quality live and 
recorded music

PE objectives:
∑ To master basic movements including running, jumping, throwing and catching, 

as well as developing balance, agility and coordination
PHSE objectives:

∑ To recognise and celebrate their strengths and achievement and set simple but 
challenging goals

∑ To recognise how they grow and will change as they become older

English:
∑ Poetry – using 

some of the 
phrases from 
the Kapok 
Tree

∑ Persuasive 
letters

∑ Speech bubble
∑ Setting 

description

Maths:
∑ Data handling

– venn 
diagrams

∑ Shape – 2d 
and 3d

∑ Measure –
sock snakes
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∑ To recognise different types of bullying and understand that these are wrong and 
unacceptable

∑ To identify the ways in which people and families are unique, understanding 
there has never been and will never be another them

∑ To judge what kind of physical contact is acceptable, comfortable, uncomfortable 
and how to respond

∑ To know the difference between secrets and surprises, and the importance of not 
keeping a secret that makes them feel uncomfortable, worried or afraid

RE objectives:
∑ To understand what it means to be kind
∑ To describe some ways in which I can show kindness to those around me
∑ To retell part of a bible story that shows kindness
∑ To understand that Christians learn how to act from the bible
∑ To recognise that Jesus showed kindness in the bible
∑ To understand how Christians believe Jesus was sent to the world to show love
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Lesso
n

Subjec
t/s

Learning Outcomes Lesso
n

Subject
/s

Learning Outcomes

1

I can locate Brazil and England on a map
I know which continents they are situated 
in
I can use an atlas
I can label the continents and oceans of 
the world

8

I can describe a favela house from Rio, 
Brazil
I can describe a house from our local area
I can compare the similarities and 
differences between the 2 houses

2

I know that the Amazon rainforest is a 
large part of Brazil
I can describe some of the animals found 
in the Amazon rainforest
I can collage a rainforest animal or plant 
using different materials

9

I can explore microhabitats in the school 
grounds, making and recording 
observations
I understand that most of the living things 
they observed live in those microhabitats 
because they are suited to them
I understand that different habitats 
provide for the basic needs of different 
kinds of animals and plants

3

I can observe different animal moving and 
use vocabulary to describe their 
movements
I can make my body move in a similar way 
to the animal observed
I can move safely around the hall, 
following clear instructions

10

I can observe closely, using simple 
equipment
I can perform simple tests
I can use observations and ideas to 
suggest answers to questions
I can gather and record data to help 
answer simple questions

4

I can understand the significance of the 
rainforest
I can describe the animals and plants 
found in the rainforest
I can write a persuasive letter

11

I can understand that all living things have 
things in common
I can remember the 7 life processes that 
all living things need

5

I can listen to a song related to the 
rainforest and make constructive 
comments
I can notice features within a song that are 
similar to those used in the poetry we 
have been writing
I can think of actions to accompany the 
songs
I can use the Great Kapok Tree to think of 
new animals to add to the song

12

I can understand that there is a difference 
between things that are living and dead
I can explain that things can have been 
alive once or never alive at all

6

I can type in my username and password 
to log on to a Chromebook
I can perform an internet search by typing 
‘Amazon rainforest’ into google
I can follow instructions to load a website 
and then navigate around the website

13

I can understand that animals eat plants / 
animals or both
I can understand the concept of a food 
chain
I can describe a predator and prey
I can know what a producer and a 
consumer are

7

I can explain what life is like in Brazil
I can explain what a typical day is like for a 
child in Rio de Janeiro
I can express an opinion about living in 
Brazil or how a child in Brazil would think 
about living here

14

I can recall some facts about the artist 
Henri Rousseau
I can describe some of his paintings and 
find similarities and differences
I can talk about the techniques he used to 
create his paintings
I can explore mixing different colours with 
paint and the effects I can create
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Lesso
n

Subjec
t/s

Learning Outcomes Lesso
n

Subject
/s

Learning Outcomes

15

I can describe the details within ‘Surprised’ 
the painting by Henri Rousseau
I can sketch an idea for a picture based on 
the painting ‘Surprised’
I can colour wash a background for my 
painting using long brush strokes and 
watered down paint

23

I know that I am uniquely special
I know that there are lots of different 
types of families
I do not feel under pressure to be different 
to who I am

16

I can follow a plan I have made for my 
painting
I can use smaller brush strokes and bold 
colours to create fine details 24

I know that there are different types of 
touch
I understand that people need personal 
space
I understand that some touches are unsafe 
and know how to respond to these

17

I can create a design for a sock snake, 
taking into consideration the colour of the 
sock I have and the materials available
I can follow a set of agreed criteria to 
create my design

25

I know what a secret is 
I know what a surprise is
I know can tell someone is I am asked to 
keep something secret that makes me feel 
uncomfortable, worried or afraid

18

I can use a simple running stitch to sew up 
the end of my snake 
I can glue or staple decorations and eyes 
onto my snake
I can follow my design accurately making 
alterations where necessary

26

I can recognise kind and unkind behaviour 
and explain my reasoning
I can describe practical ways that I can be 
kind to people
I can write kind words about any given 
classmate 

19

I can identify what was successful about 
making my sock snake
I can identify parts I would change were I 
to make it again
I can identify areas I chose to alter from 
my original plan and state the reasons why

27

I can retell a story Jesus told about being 
kind
I can explain how the message of the story 
is to show kindness to everyone
I can recognise kind and unkind behaviour

20

I can consider my self esteem
I can recognise and celebrate my strengths
I can set a goal for myself 28

I can retell a story from the bible where 
Jesus showed kindness
I can make up my own story that shows a 
character being kind

21

I know how a baby grows
I know how I have grown and changed
I know how I might change as I grow older

29

I can retell the Christmas story using 
pictures as prompts
I can explain why Christians believe God 
sent Jesus to the world
I can talk about some of the problems our 
world faces and who caused these 
problems

22

I know what bullying is
I have considered how bullying can make 
someone feel
I know what to do if I am bullied or I see 
someone else being bullied

30

I can explain how Jesus showed love to 
those around him. 
I can describe ways in which I can show 
love to the world.
I can explain why Christians believe God 
sent Jesus to the world

RE and PSHE(RSE) will be taught on a weekly basis, alternating between the two. 


